Isolation of pristine MXene from Nb₄AlC₃ MAX phase: a first-principles study†
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Synthesis of pristine MXene sheets from MAX phase is one of the foremost challenges in getting a complete understanding of the properties of this new technologically important 2D-material. Efforts to exfoliate Nb₄AlC₃ MAX phase always lead to Nb₄C₃ MXene sheets, which are functionalized and have several Al atoms attached. Using the first-principles calculations, we perform an intensive study on the chemical transformation of MAX phase into MXene sheets by inserting HF, alkali atoms and LiF in Nb₄AlC₃ MAX phase. Calculated bond-dissociation energy (BDE) shows that the presence of HF in MAX phase always results in functionalized MXene, as the binding of H with MXene is quite strong while that with F is weak. Insertion of alkali atoms does not facilitate pristine MXene isolation due to the presence of chemical bonds of almost equal strength. In contrast, weak Li–MXene and strong Li–F bonding in Nb₄AlC₃ with LiF ensured strong anisotropy in BDE, which will result in the dissociation of the Li–MXene bond. Ab initio molecular dynamics calculations capture these features and show that at 500–650 K, the Li–MXene bond indeed breaks leaving a pristine MXene sheet behind. The approach and insights developed here for chemical exfoliation of layered materials bonded by chemical bonds instead of van der Waals can promote their experimental realization.

Introduction

Successful isolation of graphene† and subsequent discovery of its extraordinary properties stimulated extensive research into the synthesis and characterization of new 2D-materials. In this search, many 2D-materials, e.g., hexagonal boron-nitride (h-BN),2 transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDs),3 phosphorene,4 etc. have been synthesized and their usage in a range of applications has been demonstrated. Recently, 2D layers of early transition metal carbides and/or nitrides, called MXenes,5,6 have been synthesized from the MAX phase5,7 (M⁺nAXn, M = early transition metal, A = group IIIA or IVA element and X = carbon and/or nitrogen) by removing the A element using aqueous hydrofluoric acid.5,8 Contrary to van der Waals solids, in MAX, the MXene layers are bonded with strong metallic bonds between M and A atoms.9 Similar to its parent material MAX, MXene possesses a combination of metallic10–14 and ceramic properties,9 e.g., high melting point, low electrical resistivity, high corrosion resistance and hardness. However, MXene is predicted to possess larger electrical and heat conductivity than the corresponding MAX phase.5,15 MXene has also been sought as a potential material for applications in electronic devices,16–19 thermoelectric devices,20 hydrogen storage,21,22 gas sensors,23 lead storage,24 photo-catalysis,25 optoelectronics26 and electrochemical energy storage.11,27–31

Nb₄C₃–MXene, with one of the highest conductivity reported to date, has been synthesized recently from Nb₄AlC₃ using HF as an etchant. Like any other as-synthesized MXenes, the Nb₄C₃ layers were functionalized and Al atoms were also detected by X-ray photoemission spectroscopy.5,33 Furthermore, structural distortions within the MXene layers were observed. The synthesized MXene had a C:Nb ratio differing from the ideal stoichiometry, which was attributed to the etching of Nb atoms by HF during the process of chemical exfoliation. Given its prospects in technology, the development of plausible isolation approaches to isolate pristine MXene layers, which are not terminated by Al or any functional group, from the MAX phase is highly desirable.

MXene has also been considered as a template to develop layered materials via controlled functionalization having tunable properties suitable for targeted applications. Several appealing theoretical predictions12,21–23 were made by assuming the full coverage of MXene layers by the functional groups. Recent experimental studies,34,35 revealing the uncontrolled, non-uniform and mixed functionalization of MXene layers, demonstrate serious challenges to the realization of its potential as predicted by...
theoretical studies. Therefore, synthesis of pristine MXene is essential not only for the unambiguous characterization of MXene, but also for the development of its derivatives by controlled functionalization, which are required for fabrication of devices with specific applications.

Using the first-principles calculations, we have investigated the atomistic mechanism of the transformation of MAX phase into pristine MXene via insertion of commonly used etchants – HF, alkali atoms and LiF – in Nb$_4$AlC$_3$ MAX phase. After the insertion, a search for the weaker bonds was carried out by calculating the bond-dissociation energies (BDE) for various bonds formed between the MXene layers of MAX phase. Rational explanation for the relative strengths of various bonds formed in a system is provided in detail using partial density of states and change transfer analysis. The HF insertion into MAX introduces huge anisotropy among the bond-dissociation energies of various bonds. However, compared to H–MXene the weak binding of H–F would lead to breaking of this bond and thereby ruling out the possibility of isolating pristine MXene. On the other hand the presence of Li in MAX weakens all the bonds between the MXene layers but due to competing BDE of alkali–MXene and alkali–Al, it does not facilitate the isolation of pristine MXene layers. The BDE for Li–MXene and F–Al bonds in Nb$_4$AlC$_3$ after LiF insertion is much smaller than that of other bonds formed between the MXene layers. However, a lower kinetic barrier for the dissociation of the Li–MXene bond compared to that of F–Al guarantees the dissociation of the Li–MXene bond under external perturbation. Ab initio molecular dynamics calculations clearly demonstrate the dissociation of the Li–MXene bond at 500 K leading to the isolation of a pristine MXene sheet, without any Al or functional group attached to it, from the MAX phase.

Methodology

First-principles calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). Electronic–ion interactions and electronic exchange correlations were approximated by all-electron projector augmented wave potentials (PAW) and the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) generalized gradient approximation (GGA). The plane-wave basis set with 500 eV cutoff was used. Brillouin zone sampling was done using a 6$\times$6$\times$6 k-grid. These parameters were tested to ensure the convergence of energy to less than 0.002 eV. The unit cell was optimized using the conjugate gradient scheme until the forces on every atom were $<0.005$ eV Å$^{-1}$. A large vacuum space (15 Å) was introduced in the simulation cell which was found sufficient to avoid any spurious cell–cell interaction. The lattice parameters obtained for Nb$_4$AlC$_3$ (a = 3.16 Å and c = 24.36 Å) were in good agreement with the experiments. Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations were performed to access the dynamical properties of Nb$_4$AlC$_3$ with guest species with a time step of 1 fs within the canonical ensemble. The temperature was set at 500 K and adjusted via a Nosé–Hoover thermostat. For AIMD calculations, a 350 eV cut-off for the plane wave basis set was chosen. The calculations were performed on a unit cell, which contains 17 atoms (8 Nb, 6 C and one atom each of Al, Li and F). The effect of van der Waals forces on the binding of MXene layers appears to be very small and does not change our conclusions, except for increasing the absolute value of bond-dissociation energy ($\sim$0.3 eV) slightly. Therefore the results are presented here without including the van der Waals effects.

Results and discussion

Chemical exfoliation is extensively used to isolate the layers of graphene and MoS$_2$. In this process preliminary intercalation of guest species between the layers, often followed by sonication, facilitates the exfoliation of 2D-materials. Intercalating species expand the interlayer distance and significantly decrease the van der Waals binding between the layers. In contrast to graphite and MoS$_2$, the transformation of MAX phases to MXenes proceeds via chemical reactions, which can involve the insertion of reactants. A perusal of the MXene literature clearly reveals that the Nb–C bond is much stronger than the Nb–Al bond. Using this fact, the insertion of guest atoms/molecules is carried out between the MXene layers with the aim to either break the Al–MXene bond or severely weaken it so that it can be broken easily.

A complete transformation of MAX to MXene consists of the isolation of one pristine MXene layer from the bulk without any Al or functional groups attached to it, while the other sheet remains covered with Al. The chemical transformation of Nb$_4$AlC$_3$ into Nb$_4$C$_3$ was studied using a model system, having vacuum–MXene–Al–MXene–vacuum geometry as shown in Fig. S1 (in ESI†). In order to determine the most stable position of an inserted guest atom/molecule, the formation energies corresponding to various configurations were calculated and defined as

$$E^f = E_{1-NbAlC_3} - E_{NbAlC_3} - \mu$$

(1)

where $E_{1-NbAlC_3}$ and $E_{NbAlC_3}$ are the energies of the MAX phase in the presence and absence of guest species, respectively. $\mu$ is the chemical potential of the guest species.

In MAX, the Nb atoms in both top and bottom MXene layers are bonded with the Al atom (Fig. S2a in ESI†) and, herein, will be referred as Nb$_{top}$ and Nb$_{bottom}$. The inserted atom/molecule takes a position between Al and one MXene layer (here top) and, thus, increases the interlayer distance significantly and disrupts the bonding of Al with Nb$_{top}$ (Fig. S2b–d in ESI†). However, the Al and Nb$_{bottom}$ remained bonded. For the MAX with HF, $E^f$ of the most favourable structure (Fig. S2b in ESI†) was found to be 0.57 eV where the $\mu$ was referenced to the total energy of the HF molecule. Here the H atom binds with Nb$_{top}$ and F with Al, increasing the HF bond considerably. In Nb$_4$AlC$_3$ with Li (Fig. S2c in ESI†), for the most preferred position of the Li atom, the $E^f$ was calculated to be 0.99 eV. $\mu$ was referenced to the total energy of the bulk bcc Li. The Li atom positions itself between Al and Nb$_{top}$ and forms bonds with both Al and Nb$_{top}$.
For Nb₄AlC₃ in the presence of LiF between MXene layers, the $E'$ for minimum energy structure (Fig. S2d in ESI†) was found to be −2.93 eV. The total energy of the bulk fcc LiF molecule was set as reference for $\mu_\text{f}$. It indicates that the insertion of LiF in Nb₄AlC₃ is a favourable and spontaneous process. Here, Li and Al are attached to Nb_{top} and Nb_{bottom}, respectively, and F forms bonds with both Li and Al. The detailed structure of all the systems is given in ESI†.

Transformation of MAX to MXene involves breaking of bonds; therefore, the feasibility of transformation is measured by calculating the relative BDE for all the bonds formed between the MXene layers of Nb₄AlC₃ with the guest species. BDE is the amount of energy required to cleave a bond. BDE (ΔE) for a bond X–Y (where X/Y = Al, Nb, alkali, H, F) is calculated using the following equation:

$$\Delta E_{X-Y} = E_{d_X} - E_{d_Y}$$

where $E_{d_X}$ and $E_{d_Y}$ are the energies of the systems corresponding to the vertical distance between the X and Y atoms at $d_X$ and $d_Y$, respectively. $d_e$ is the equilibrium vertical distance between X and Y atoms. Beyond $d_e$, the bond X–Y can be considered as a broken bond. BDE calculations are performed by fixing the lattice parameters and relaxing all the atoms in all the directions. The scheme used here to calculate BDE is demonstrated in Fig. S3 (ESI†). We first estimated the BDE for Al–MXene (Al–Nb) and Nb–C (Nb atom is bonded to Al) bonds in MAX phase, which are found to be 2.33 and 5.67 eV, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1a. Indeed, Nb–C bonds in MXene layers are quite strong. Generally, in 2D materials, weak van der Waals forces hold the 2D layers together. However, in MAX, the MXene layers are strongly bonded with each other via the Al–MXene bonds. Large BDE for Al–MXene bonds clearly indicates the challenges in exfoliating a pristine MXene from the MAX phase.

Next, we studied the insertion of various guest species and their effect on the BDE to check the possibility of isolation of pristine MXene. We first considered the effect of HF molecule insertion between the MXene layers of MAX phase. HF was recently employed as an etchant in the synthesis of Nb₄C₃; however, the atomistic details of the process are still not well understood. The BDE corresponding to the bonds H–MXene_{top}, Al–MXene_{bottom}, F–Al and F–H are 4.35, 2.22, 1.90 and 0.51 eV, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1b. Interestingly, the HF has introduced huge anisotropy in the BDE of various bonds in Nb₄AlC₃ with HF. Strong binding of H with MXene results in weakening of the H–F bond. Therefore, any external perturbation will break the H–F bond first, leaving functionalized MXene behind, in agreement with the experimental observations. Hence, HF insertion would not transform MAX into pristine MXene.

We next studied the insertion of Li and other alkali atoms between MXene layers of the MAX phase. In contrast to the electronegative HF molecule (both H and F relative to Nb atoms) the alkali atoms are electropositive. As depicted in Fig. 1c, the BDE of Al–Nb_{bottom}, Li–Nb_{top} and Al–Li are 2.00, 0.89 and 0.79 eV, respectively. Although the presence of Li has weakened the Al–Nb_{bottom} bond, the Li–Al bond is weaker than the Al–Nb_{bottom} or Li–Nb_{top} bond. This clearly indicates that, when perturbed externally, the Al–Li bonds readily break and result in the MXene layer that would have Li or Al attached to its surface. The possibility of isolating pristine MXene cannot be neglected as the BDE of the Li–Nb_{top} bond is only slightly higher (≈ 0.14 eV) than that of Li–Al. Therefore, a small amount of pristine MXene may coexist with MXene with Li/Al attached to it, and hence, Li insertion cannot be employed for the isolation of pure pristine MXene. To assess the effect of size and ionization energy on the transformation of MAX, other alkali atoms, Na and K, were also investigated. Relaxed structures are very similar to Nb₄AlC₃ with Li, but with slightly different bond lengths (Table S1 in ESI†). With increasing size of the alkali atom the BDE of the alkali–MXene bond decreased (ΔE for Na/K is 0.80/0.79 eV), but the Al–alkali bond remained the weakest among all the bonds. Therefore, the insertion of electropositive alkali atoms into MAX cannot isolate pristine MXene.

BDE analysis of Nb₄AlC₃ with HF and Li clearly revealed the robust binding of H with MXene, whereas the binding of Nb with Li atoms was relatively weak. In comparison to Nb, the low ionization energy of Al resulted in strong binding of F with Al. Therefore, the insertion of LiF (F and Li atoms) in Nb₄AlC₃ was investigated in an attempt to weaken the MXene–LiF/Al bond. Structures with random orientation of Li–F (between the MXene layers of MAX phase) were also considered, but their energies...
were considerably higher (<0.3 eV) than that of the structure shown in Fig. S2d (ESI†). Fig. 1d shows the BDE of various bonds in the lowest energy configuration of LiF in Nb₄AlC₃. The ∆E for Al–MXene, F–Al, F–Li and Li–MXene bonds are found to be 2.12, 0.70, 1.20 and 0.70 eV, respectively. As expected, the insertion of LiF molecules into MAX not only introduces anisotropy in the BDEs, but the bond formed between Li and MXene appears to be one of the weakest bonds. Similar BDEs for F–Al and Li–MXene bonds indicate that both the bonds can break with equal probability. Li–F dissociation leads to the isolation of pristine MXene from MAX. F–Al dissociation results in the formation of F–Li-terminated MXene and Al-terminated MXene. Interestingly, the BDE for FLi–MXene is only 0.02 eV. Since the lattice thermal energy at room temperature is ~25 meV, the spontaneous dissociation of FLi–MXene bonds can be achieved in experimental conditions. The dissociation of FLi–MXene bonds also leads to the isolation of pristine MXene.

Thermodynamics of the process has a major effect on the overall mechanism of the reaction; however, mostly the kinetics of the reaction control the isolation process. Therefore, we have calculated the energy barriers for the dissociation of F–Al and Li–MXene bonds in the MAX with LiF using the climbing image nudged elastic band (CI-NEB) method. An interpolated chain of 8 different configurations (images) between the initial and final positions is taken. All the images are connected by springs and relaxed simultaneously to the minimum energy path (MEP). In the CI-NEB, the highest-energy image feels no spring force along the band and the direction of true force along the tangent is inverted. We used the same force tolerance for the barrier calculation as used for the structural relaxation. The energy barrier for the dissociation of F–Al and Li–MXene bonds was found to be 1.01 and 0.70 eV, respectively, as shown in Fig. S4 (ESI†). Contrary to the BDE calculations, the energy barrier for the dissociation of the F–Al bond is significantly higher than that of the Li–MXene bond. This clearly indicates that the isolation process will be dominated by the dissociation of Li–MXene bonds. Another interesting possibility emerges after the breaking of the F–Al bond, which leads to the formation of FLi–MXene and Al–MXene. The bond dissociation energy of FLi–MXene turns out to be 0.02 eV and this bond can break spontaneously at ambient temperature (300 K = 25 meV). Therefore, it provides us an alternative mechanism for separation of the pristine MXene sheet by LiF intercalation.

Indeed, BDE analysis provides a correct estimate of relative strengths of various bonds in the system. However, in order to gain a better insight into the relative bond strength, we next studied the atom-projected density of states (PDOS) of Nb₄AlC₃ systems. As the Nb–C bonds are much stronger than any other bond in this system, the PDOS analysis has been done for the atoms lying between the two MXene layers. The bond formation between Al and Nb_top/bottom in MAX phase is prominently due to hybridization of Nb and Al states as clearly visible in Fig. 2a. The small splitting between bonding and anti-bonding states of Al increases the stability of Al–Nb bonds. Upon HF insertion (Fig. 2b), interaction with HF significantly modifies the PDOS of Al. The H bonding states are located much below the
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Fermi level. This is indicative of strong hybridization of H and Nb_{top} states, which results in a strong binding of H with MXene. Significant overlap of Al states with both Nb_{bottom} and F leads to stronger Al–MXene and Al–F bonds. The larger splitting between bonding and anti-bonding states of Al and F makes the Al–F bond stronger than the Al–MXene bond.

In the case of Nb_{4}AlC_{3} with Li (Fig. 2c), all Al, Li, and Nb atoms have finite density of states diffused across the Fermi level, which indicates metallic bonding between Al–MXene, Al–Li and Li–MXene. Enhanced number of states at the Fermi level implies increased chemical activity leading to a weaker Al–MXene bond relative to that in MAX phase. Nevertheless, due to considerable overlap between Al and Nb_{bottom} states, the Al–Nb_{bottom} bond remains the strongest among all the bonds in the presence of Li in Nb_{4}AlC_{3}.

The PDOS of Nb_{4}AlC_{3} in the presence of LiF are shown in Fig. 2d. Substantial overlap between F, Al and Nb_{bottom} states results in the stronger binding of Al with both F and MXene. Similar to the HF case, the splitting between bonding and anti-bonding states of F and Al will further strengthen the F–Al bond. Although Li atom states are diffused across the Fermi level, the overlap of Li states with the bonding states of F leads to a strong F–Li bond. As can be inferred from Fig. 2d, the presence of finite density of states of Li and Nb at the Fermi level renders the Li–MXene bond the most active/weak among all the bonds. PDOS analysis convincingly demonstrates the trend observed in BDE.

In order to examine the chemical nature of bonds (ionic, covalent, or metallic), we calculated the electron localization function (ELF). The ELF represents the probability of finding a pair of electrons at a given position.\(^{53}\) The ELF values ranged between 0 and 1, where ELF = 1 corresponds to perfect localization (covalent bond), ELF = 0.5 corresponds to a homogeneous electron gas (metallic bond) and ELF = 0 corresponds to complete delocalization (no bond) between the atoms. The typical value of ELF for localized bonds is \(\geq 0.75\), and any value between 0.5 and 0.75 can be considered as metallic bonding. ELF contour plots are projected on the XZ-plane, passing through the Al atoms, as shown in Fig. 3a–d for Nb_{4}AlC_{3}. Fig. 3a shows the strong metallic bonding between Al and MXene layers in MAX phase; however, the electrons are more localized close to Al atoms. In the presence of HF in Nb_{4}AlC_{3}, the electrons are localized near F and H atoms, which reveals a strong ionic character of F–Al and H–MXene bonds (Fig. 3b). In the presence of Li in Nb_{4}AlC_{3}, a metallic bond forms between the Li–MXene_{top} layers. Compared to MAX phase the binding of Al and MXene_{bottom} has become weaker. The ELF analysis as shown in Fig. 3c indicates that, due to the presence of delocalized electrons (blue region) between Li and Al, the Li–Al bond is weaker than that formed between Li–MXene_{top}. In LiF inserted Nb_{4}AlC_{3}, the charge is more localized near the F atom demonstrating the ionic bonding between F–Al as shown in Fig. 3d and Fig. S5 (ESI\(^{†}\)). Metallic bonding of Li with MXene_{top} can also be inferred from Fig. 3d. The ELF analysis of Nb_{4}AlC_{3} systems supports our conclusions regarding the relative strength of various bonds formed in these systems.
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**Fig. 3** Electron localization function (ELF) plots for (a) Nb_{4}AlC_{3}, and in the presence of (b) HF, (c) Li, and (d) LiF in Nb_{4}AlC_{3}.

The ELF analysis indicates the charge transfer between various atoms in the systems. The redistribution of states of Al and Nb atoms (Fig. 2a–d) also clearly demonstrates the strong charge transfer between the inserted species and, MXene and Al. To get a better quantitative insight, we estimates the charge transfer between various atoms by carrying out Bader charge analysis\(^{54}\) as shown in Fig. 4a–d. As expected, the charge transfer between different atoms simply follows the trend of electronegativity of various atoms (\(F > C > H > Al > Nb > Li\)). For example, in Nb_{4}AlC_{3}, the more electronegative C and Al atoms attract the electron density away from the less electronegative Nb atoms (Fig. 4a). Upon insertion of HF in Nb_{4}AlC_{3}, Al and Nb_{top} atoms transfer charges to F and H, respectively, which results in the strong binding between Al–F and H–MXene. When Li is inserted into Nb_{4}AlC_{3}, as both Al and Nb are more electronegative, the Li atom loses its one electron to Al and Nb_{top} atoms. In Nb_{4}AlC_{3} with LiF, significant charge transfer occurs from Al and Li to F. The presence of F between Al and Li reduces the direct charge transfer between them thereby reducing the binding of MXene with both Li and Al.

The analysis based on BDE convincingly shows the possibilities of transforming Nb_{4}AlC_{3} into pristine MXene sheets upon
insertion of LiF into MAX phase. We perform ab initio molecular dynamics calculations for the Nb$_4$AlC$_3$ systems with the inserted guest species, which can provide an unbiased microscopic insight into the dynamics of these systems at finite temperature. AIMD simulations were performed with the relaxed geometry and the real-time dynamics of the systems was monitored for 30 ps. In the presence of HF in Nb$_4$AlC$_3$, the weak bond between F and H was dissociated within 1 ps and the two layers (with one of them being H-functionalized MXene and other with Al–F attached to it) separated. After that the two layers remained separated with an interlayer distance of $\sim 8.8 \, \text{Å}$. No structural change or switching of functional groups was observed. The time evolution of isolation of MXene on HF insertion into Nb$_4$AlC$_3$ is shown in Fig. S6 (ESI†).

In the presence Li in Nb$_4$AlC$_3$, although static BDE calculations suggest that $\Delta E$ for the Al–Li bond is closer to that for F–H, the structural integrity (Fig. S2b in ESI†) was preserved till 800 K. Moreover, no bond dissociation was observed (Fig. S7 in ESI†). This indicates that the dissociation of these bonds involves larger kinetic barriers, which cannot be overcome till 800 K.

The thermal stability of Nb$_4$AlC$_3$ in the presence of LiF has been tested by a series of AIMD simulations, first using a $1 \times 1 \times 1$ cell, at different temperatures of 300, 400 and 500 K, and second with increased supercell size of $3 \times 3 \times 1$ (153 atoms) at 650 K. The $1 \times 1 \times 1$ cell structure was well maintained up to a temperature of 400 K. Upon increasing the temperature to 500 K, the Li–MXene bond was found to dissociate almost instantaneously, leading to the isolation of one pristine MXene sheet within 200 fs from the MAX phase, while the other sheet remained covered with Al. MD snapshots after 0.2 ps, 0.4 ps, 0.6 ps, 0.8 ps and 1 ps are shown in Fig. 5. Upon further continuation of the simulation, the Li–F layer also separated within 1 ps leaving the other MXene layer with Al attached to it. Once the pristine MXene separated out, within 3 ps, the distances between the pristine MXene, LiF and Al–MXene increased up to $\sim 12 \, \text{Å}$. We observed the dynamics for 30 ps, but the structure remained the same.

To further support our conclusions, we performed AIMD with $3 \times 3 \times 1$ supercell size at 500 K for $\sim 20$ ps. It is seen that the Nb–Li bond-length increases gradually; therefore to accelerate the process we increased the temperature to 650 K and within 3 ps the Nb–Li bonds dissociated completely (Nb–Li bond-length increased up to 20%) and led to the isolation of a pristine MXene sheet (Fig. 6). In sharp contrast to HF insertion, where MXene is always functionalized, AIMD results show that LiF insertion facilitates the isolation of a pristine MXene sheet. Furthermore, we performed metadynamics simulations for MAX phase with LiF. The metadynamics simulation was performed using a $3 \times 3 \times 1$ supercell at a temperature of 600 K within the $NVT$ ensemble. The length of Nb–Li bonds was defined as a collective variable. The average length of Nb–Li bonds increased gradually and in 2 ps 20% elongation of the bond was observed. The same elongation took place in AIMD simulations in 23 ps. Therefore, metadynamics simulations not only confirm the dissociation of the Li–MXene bond but also accelerate the simulation process.

Our results clearly demonstrate the feasibility of the isolation of pristine MXene after LiF insertion into MAX phase. Negative formation energy indicates that insertion of LiF into MAX phase is energetically favourable. Although similar to other 3D materials, in experiments, the LiF can be inserted via edges or some other defects in the MAX phase, the process may involve some kinetic barrier. These calculations are computationally very demanding and beyond the scope of the present study. Therefore, our BDE results should be treated as a guideline for the experimentalist to find the appropriate guest molecules for exfoliation of pristine MXene.
Our calculations also indicate that to transform the MAX phase into pristine MXene sheets, the guest species should have strong electronegative (e.g., F) as well as electropositive (e.g., Alkali) elements. The electropositive element binds weakly with MXene, whereas F binds strongly with Al. The difference in the electronegativity of the elements in the inserted molecules is the key point for the transformation of MAX into pristine MXene. This is further demonstrated for the cases of NaF and KF in Nb3AlC3. Like LiF, NaF and KF insertion also leads to isolation of pristine MXene via strong anisotropy in BDE calculated by single point calculations as shown in Fig. S8 (ESI†), thereby facilitating the chemical transformation of MAX into pristine MXene under some external perturbation, e.g., heating or sonication. At finite temperature, the barrier for the dissociation of bonds can be overcome. In sonication, the acoustic energy is dissipated as heat, which can help to overcome the barrier associated with the breaking of the weakest bond.

Conclusions

In conclusion, we have studied the chemical transformation of Nb3AlC3 MAX phase into Nb4C3 MXene upon insertion of HF, alkali atoms and LiF. By comparing the BDE of various bonds formed in the presence of HF, Li and LiF, we found that both HF and Li insertion into MAX did not facilitate the isolation of pristine MXene. Due to the strong binding of H and MXene, the HF insertion always results in functionalized MXene. The competitive bond strengths of Li–MXene and Li–Al in Li insertion blocked the possibility of transforming MAX into pristine MXene. In contrast, the insertion of LiF induces large anisotropy in the BDE of various bonds with the Li–MXene bond being one of the weakest among all the bonds. Furthermore, strong binding of F with both Li and Al ensures that in the presence of external perturbation, the weak Li–MXene bond breaks, leading to isolation of pristine MXene sheets. PDOS and ELF analyses provide insights into the relative strength and the chemical nature of various bonds. The different behavior of HF, Li and LiF has been explained in terms of charge transfer, which depends upon the relative electronegativities of the atoms. AIMD calculations at 500–650 K also show the isolation of pristine MXene from LiF insertion into Nb3AlC3. Our results not only give insights into the mechanism for isolation of MXene but also provide a general criterion for the selection of guest species which can be inserted for the transformation of MAX into pristine Nb4C3 layers in experiments.
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